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Om Shanti  

At the Confluence age, we are the mouth born progeny, adopted children of Shiv Baba, 

through Brahma Baba. It is a very special age, a short age, an age where we become 

satopradan from tamopradan. We remove all the alloy of so many past births. Brahmin 

birth is very special and very elevated because one of the specialities of Brahmin life 

is to study. In this study, there is knowledge, and there is yoga. Knowledge, which is 

truth, and knowledge of the creator and creation. It is like the core of truth. To 

understand this, one needs a pure intellect. When we become Baba’s children, we 

follow purity, and one of the reasons for this is that our intellect should be pure. Also, 

the purity of knowledge changes into wisdom. It is not becoming scholarly, or 

becoming a priest, but becoming sensible, wise, and knowing how to take care of our 

past, our present and our future. It is knowledge, the knowledge of truth. That is why 

as soon as we come to Baba, the first principle that we observe is the principle of 

purity. Now, we are talking about the personality of purity. Whatever you inculcate, you 

become the embodiment of that, and it is visible in your personality. So, a personality 

of purity really means being the embodiment of truth, and the embodiment of wisdom.  

We are studying every morning as this is a Godly university. Baba established a 

university so that we all can study regularly and through study, we become worthy. 

Brahmin life is a student life. Look at the Dadis, some of them didn’t have any basic 

education but look how they take care, whether it is their own life, or taking care of the 

Yagya or the university. From that power, comes wisdom. They are able to imbibe 

knowledge because of purity. If there is a lack of purity, you will not be able to imbibe 

knowledge. Intellectually yes, you will have all the points, but when it comes to 

implementation, there won’t be any power. Otherwise knowledge is simple. Baba says 

that even though children can remember the points, it doesn’t have that power, it 

doesn’t change into divine virtues. Purity is what changes knowledge into divine 

virtues. Of course, there are many levels of purity: purity of thoughts, words, actions, 

mind, body, and relationships. We need purity in all aspects. 

Elevated life at the Confluence age is very special, but how do we begin? Baba told 

us that we need to have purity because of how we began our journey. Who am I, 

eternally? Of course, the soul is immortal, but the main component of the soul is the 

light and might of purity. Purity is light and it also has power. When I know myself, my 

eternal self, then the first quality within that energy is purity. As an incorporeal being, 

as a point of light, when I am either in the incorporeal world or when I descend here, 

there is complete purity. That purity is what keeps us free from sorrow, and very 

peaceful. What I was eternally, in the incorporeal world, that stage has to be attained 

here before I go there. All souls, every soul will have to become pure, but depends on 

what degrees of purity I attain. In this life, you have to keep reminding yourself, that I 

have to become completely pure with all the divine virtues to come back in the Sun 

dynasty and to claim a high status.  



Baba was describing purity first in actions, then in your attitude, and in your drishti. We 

look at Mamma, Brahma Baba and all Dadis, there was just purity, and love from purity. 

There was no attachment, no attraction, just a very lovely connection. Most of you 

have experienced Dadi’s capacity. Where did she learn administration? It is from 

purity. Baba says in the Golden age, you will not need to have engineers or any kind 

of study for a profession, like architects, etc. Because of the satopradan stage, you 

will have all the talents and all the skills there. We know that the original stage will 

emerge from the eternal stage, and it is at the Confluence age that I have to work on 

being completely pure. This practice of thinking yourself to be a soul, will emerge in 

your personality, on your face, in your drishti, and through your expression. During the 

day, at least at traffic control time, and every hour, just take yourself into an eternal 

stage. I am a pure soul, I am a peaceful soul, I am a loveful soul.  

Peace, happiness, joy, and everything really emerges from purity. Purity is not just 

celibacy, but it is very deep. Look at every one in their eternal form. It is easy to do this 

for my own self, but I have to clear all body conscious relationships, and connections 

from the past. How do I cancel them? Your drishti towards everyone should be as a 

soul, in their eternal form, with love and respect. We can all have that vision, but I think 

we have to remind ourselves. On Sunday, Baba said that Baba looks at the specialties, 

He doesn’t look at anything else. Similarly, we don’t have to see activity. Everyone has 

different ways, and different sanskars. However, what that soul is eternally, that 

relationship, is the most pure and elevated relationship. This vision cancels all karmic 

accounts, because when your drishti is like that, it will bring a lot of changes in other 

souls.  

Tomorrow, look at everyone in this way, and you will find how much sharing of that 

light and might will create very loving and respectful relationships. This drishti is called 

lotus-like eyes. That is why when we go to temples, what attracts us most is their 

drishti. In the personality of purity, this is the drishti of the eternal self. Generally we 

say, loveful drishti, but eternal form is not only loveful, but it will bring light and might. 

Just imagine light and might being shared from each other, how  beautiful the feelings 

will be.The love which will emerge will be completely different than just being loving. 

One is just being loving, and one is loving based on sharing light and might of the 

eternal stage. In this Brahmin life, we are creating and experiencing the attainments 

of the eternal stage. Where else in the whole kalpa will we experience this eternal 

stage? Only now, before going home. I have to be in my eternal form, and that’s what 

really is the quality of purity. Sharing light and might with each other creates a very 

loveful and powerful atmosphere. So, every day, make some effort to increase the 

personality of purity.  

Om Shanti  


